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5.7.11 

 

The General Manager 

Liverpool City Council 

Locked Bag 7064 

LIVERPOOL BC NSW 1871 

E-MAIL: rospcp@liverpool.nsw.gov.au

 

Dear Sir, 

 

Cabramatta Creek 

Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to comment on the Cabramatta Creek wetlands

project. The Support and follow up of Christopher Brown has been impressive and much 

appreciated.  

I had the pleasure of attending the Public exhibition and voiced a few concerns some of which are 

echoed here,  some are new. The facilitator at the program had a better knowledg

she was a previous employee at Fairfiel

made traversing the topic easier and less time was spent explaining local idiosyncrasies, a pre

requisite I feel for the future.  Facilitat

with good back ground information 

program.  I believe information had been provided 

prior. 

Some of the points I feel are important to consider are:

• I am concerned that the report singles out the use of round up as an example of weed 

control methods being used in our LGA.  A recent report titled “Roundup

Is the public being kept in the dark?” written by 

Mostafa Habib, C. Vyvyan Howard, Richard C. Jennings, Carlo Leifert, Rubens Onofre Nodari, 

Claire Robinson and John Fagan and covered across the US media is of particular concern. 

I’m happy to provide the 

wetlands but also across 

Cabramatta Creek. 

 

• Other matters include limited access to this particular sit

the Liverpool side is bordering the Mega c

the wetlands to potentially large amounts of waste and pollutants. Some suggestions for 

reflecting those include: 

o Council introducing /supporting a Container Deposits Scheme

o Considering using other types of pollution allayment

after inclement weather most especially after heavy rain
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and follow up of Christopher Brown has been impressive and much 

I had the pleasure of attending the Public exhibition and voiced a few concerns some of which are 
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she was a previous employee at Fairfield City council, which in contrast to the Collingwood program 
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program.  I believe information had been provided on other occasions, just not necessarily read 

Some of the points I feel are important to consider are: 
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Mostafa Habib, C. Vyvyan Howard, Richard C. Jennings, Carlo Leifert, Rubens Onofre Nodari, 

Claire Robinson and John Fagan and covered across the US media is of particular concern. 

ppy to provide the document if you’d like to read it. This matter is of concern in the 

wetlands but also across the whole LGA, including rural creeks and waterways that feed the 

limited access to this particular site as much of the area concerned on 

the Liverpool side is bordering the Mega centre, and local sports fields, thereby subjecting 

the wetlands to potentially large amounts of waste and pollutants. Some suggestions for 

reflecting those include:  

ducing /supporting a Container Deposits Scheme. 

Considering using other types of pollution allayment/control or have GPT’s cleaned 

after inclement weather most especially after heavy rain 
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o A shopping Trolley strategy, including the recently discussed Woolworths strategy 

from the National Council conference and those already in place for the Liverpool 

LGA and advertising them so the community is aware of procedures and potential 

penalties. 

o Commercial developments to provide adequate waste management systems to 

prevent waste flow on to the wetlands. This is essential considering the large areas 

of concrete and the potential for oil, petrol and waste spillage. 

 

o Creating clearly defined areas before the wetlands to act as a natural filter to 

concrete runoff where possible etc especially in sections bounded by the Mega 

Centre and industry. 

 

• In the long term providing an access across the wetlands that would allow ease of crossing 

for pedestrians but more importantly it would open the area for local students to study the 

wetlands, watch and appreciate endangered wildlife fauna and flora. 

• The installation of native gardens at the rear of playing fields to prevent waste blowing 

straight into the wetlands and regular clean up of the riparian sections. 

• Signage to provide visitors to the area accessible information through parks as to the 

sensitive nature and possible sighting opportunities in the wetlands. 

• Removal of vehicular access to the rear of fields, creating potential damage to sensitive 

areas, wildlife and riparian areas. 

• Areas bordering playing fields would benefit from large riparian areas being created to act as 

a buffer against rubbish and prevent overflow of patrons into the sensitive areas along the 

wetlands. 

• Removal of all vehicular access to the area’s most vulnerable along the wetland and shared 

pathways. 

• Increasing walkways along the creek line to join up to main roads and existing bike paths. 

• Provision of signs and information along the walkways so pedestrians are aware of the 

opportunity to sight or encounter wildlife along the path and what to be aware of along the 

way.  Way-finding signage with descriptions and potential spotting points. 

• Sufficient binning in open spaces to allow the public to dispose of waste especially in the 

sporting fields sections. With an oneness on the sporting clubs maintaining the area and 

preventing waste making its way into the wetlands.  Regular and frequent removal of waste 

so it isn’t given the opportunity to blow around or become a temptation to undesirable 

youth attention and finally ending up in the wetlands . 

• Planting of larger trees in the area close to where the Flying Foxes roost and along the creek 

where it would be cooler during the warm/hot months allowing better roosting areas for the 

flying foxes. 
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I suggest that the education officer prepare some material etc to make local schools aware of this 

major wetland in our LGA. Encouraging students etc to become involved in the care and 

maintenance of areas feeding the wetland as well as learning what is locally available to them. 

 

This is an unknown, underappreciated asset in the Liverpool LGA, we should and can do more to 

protect it, make it accessible and provide learning opportunities for local students. 

It has been a pleasure getting to know this area better through this long term project and I hope to 

watch it develop over the coming 10 years and look forward to seeing the final proposal when all 

and any submissions are received. 

 

Thank you again to council staff for the work involved in preparing this document and their 

assistance during the submission period. 

 

Kind regards, 

 

 

Signe Westerberg 

Resident, Business Owner and proud Liverpudlian. 

 

 

 


